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Planar, double-torsional oscillators are especially suitable for short-range macroscopic force search 
experiments, since they can be operated at the limit of instrumental thermal noise. As a study of this limit, we 
report a measurement of the noise kinetic energy of a polycrystalline tungsten oscillator in thermal equilibrium 
at room temperature. The fluctuations of the oscillator in a high-Q torsional mode with a resonance frequency 
near 1 kHz are detected with capacitive transducers coupled to a sensitive differential amplifier. The electronic 
processing is calibrated by means of a known electrostatic force and input from a finite-element model. The 
measured average kinetic energy, Eexp = (2.0 ± 0.3)·10−21 J, is in agreement with the expected value of 1 2 Bk T .  
 
PACS numbers: 46.80.+j, 05.40.-a, 04.80.Cc, 07.07.Df, 07.10.Fq 
 
1 Introduction 
The equipartition theorem predicts that any physical system in thermal equilibrium is associated with 
energy. In particular, this holds for mechanical systems used in precision force measurements, where the 
random thermal motion of the detector represents one of the dominant noise sources and may limit the 
sensitivity that can be achieved [1]. 
In the experiment reported here, we investigate thermal noise by carrying out a measurement of the 
random kinetic energy Eexp of a torsional thin-plate detector. In contrast to a previous study of thermal 
noise in a single-crystal silicon oscillator of similar shape [2], we take a somewhat different approach in 
which a calibration procedure and a finite-element model are used to produce an absolute measurement of 
Eexp which can be compared directly to the prediction of the equipartition theorem. 
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2 Apparatus 
2.1   Experimental setup 
The oscillator described in the previous section is the ‘detector’ mass in an experiment to search for 
unobserved mass-coupled forces in the sub-millimeter range.  Force search experiments (or, equivalently, 
tests of the gravitational inverse square law) in this range have received a great deal of attention in the 
past two decades.  Present experimental limits allow for unobserved forces in nature several million times 
stronger than gravity acting over distances of a few microns, and predictions of unobserved forces in this 
range have arisen in several contexts, including attempts to describe gravity and the other fundamental 
interactions in the same theoretical framework.  For comprehensive and recent reviews, see Refs. [6-9].   
The experiment is designed for optimum sensitivity to mass-coupled forces in the range between 10 
and 100 microns.  The sub-millimeter range has been the subject of active theoretical investigation, 
notably on account of the prediction of “large” extra dimensions at this scale which could explain the 
hierarchy problem [10]. Many theories beyond the Standard Model possess extended symmetries that, 
when broken at high energy scales, lead to weakly-coupled, light bosons including moduli [11], dilatons 
[12], and axions [13], which can generate relatively long-range interactions.  The fact that the dark energy 
density, of order (1 meV)4, corresponds to a length scale of about 100 μm also encourages searches for 
unobserved phenomena at this scale [6]. 
Published limits on unobserved forces between this range and 1 cm are defined by classical gravity 
experiments. These include the short-range torsion pendulums at Irvine [14], the Huazhong University of 
Science and Technology (HUST) [15], and in the Eot-Wash group at the University of Washington [16].  
Below 10 microns, the best limits derive from experiments using force microscopy and 
microelectromechanical techniques, including the Stanford microcantilever experiment [17], and from 
Casimir Force experiments [18, 19]. As explained in the conclusions, when used as a force search, the 
absolute sensitivity of the experiment described herein falls below the classical gravity experiments, 
however, greater sensitivity is possible at micron ranges. 
The experiment is described in Ref. [20]; the essential details are reviewed here.  The detector is 
designed to measure the force between it and a ‘source’ mass. The configuration of the two masses is 
shown in figure 2. The planar geometry is efficient in concentrating as much mass as possible at the range 
of interest, and in suppressing the 21 / r term of the Newtonian gravitational force.  The force-generating 
source mass is a flat beam fabricated from a 300 m thick tungsten plate and mounted at one of the two 
nodes of its fundamental transverse mode.  When the experiment is operated as a force search, the source 
mass is arranged so that it overlaps half of the detector F plate and is driven piezoelectrically at the 
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2.2 Environment 
The resonant operation represents a challenge for the vibration isolation between the test masses. The 
detector oscillator has been designed such that its AST frequency is near 1 kHz, since in this frequency 
range it is possible to build a simple, passive vibration isolation system with a high degree of rigidity and 
dimensional stability, allowing the test masses to be maintained at very small separations for indefinite 
duration.  This vibration isolation system consists of stacks of brass disks connected by very fine wires 
under tension, which form a series of soft springs relative to the 1 kHz operation frequency [21]. The 
detector and the source are suspended from independent stacks (not shown in figure 2), which are each in 
turn suspended from a three-axis micrometer stage allowing for rapid positioning of the test masses to 
within a few microns of precision. To further suppress acoustic backgrounds, the experiment is mounted 
in a 75-liter vacuum bell jar and the pressure is maintained in the 10−7 torr range with a turbomolecular 
pump. 
The temperature of the setup is monitored with a silicon diode sensor attached to the detector mount. 
A heating resistor is used to keep the temperature at 302 K, a few degrees above ambient. The 
temperature is stable to well within 0.1 K.  
The Newtonian, acoustic, and electromagnetic backgrounds are all associated with the resonant 
motion of the source. The vibration isolation system, shield, and vacuum were sufficient to eliminate any 
evidence of these resonant backgrounds in the experiment in [20], and given that the changes to the 
experiment are in the readout and a thinner shield with comparable compliance, we expect this to be the 
case for the current apparatus. When the resonant backgrounds are sufficiently controlled, the limiting 
background is expected to be the thermal noise of the detector oscillator.  This was the case with the 
experiment in [20], but it could not be proven for the lack of an absolute calibration of the observed 
signal. This provided the main motivation for the research reported here. 
 
 
2.3 Preparation of the detector oscillator 
The oscillators are of the same design and composition as that used in [20], and prepared in a similar 
process. They are manufactured from high-purity tungsten plates of 200 m thickness [22]. Prototype 
oscillators are cut into the form shown in figure 3 via electric-discharge machining [23].   
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A measurement of the electronic noise, relative to the observed mechanical noise, is discussed in 
section 4.2.4.  
 
2.4.2 Remaining signal processing. The preamplifier is followed by a second amplifier (Stanford 
Research SR560), and a two-phase lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830, hereafter LIA). A 
crystal-controlled oscillator (Stanford research DS345) provides a reference frequency LIAf  for the LIA. It 
is also used to drive the detector oscillator directly, in order to obtain a precise measurement of the 
mechanical quality factor (Q), and to apply an AC voltage to the source mass as part of the calibration 
procedure.  Both measurements are necessary for absolute determination of the random noise. The second 
amplifier, operated in differential mode with low gain (typically 20) and rather strong high-pass filtering 
(typically 1 kHz cutoff and 12 dB/octave roll off), is used to avoid instabilities in the LIA differential 
input. Additional high-pass filter stages are added to the input of the second amplifier, since excitation of 
lower-order detector modes (presumably from room vibrations) can lead to strong transient signals that 
exceed the amplifier input rating.  
The LIA provides an adjustable low-pass filter with an equivalent noise bandwidth BLIA. This defines 
the measurement bandwidth B = 2BLIA, centered at the reference frequency, LIAf .    
 
3 Definitions and theoretical outline 
3.1 Motion of the detector oscillator 
A normal mode of the detector oscillator is characterized by the sinusoidal, in-phase motion of all 
parts of the system, with a resonance frequency ω0 and with a specific mode shape. The AST mode of the 
detector oscillator is shown in figure 1. The displacement from equilibrium shown is exaggerated and, in 
reality, is small enough to assume that all motion is in the z-direction. 
The displacement z( , , )x y t  has a sinusoidal dependence on time t.  Its amplitude at a point ( , )x y , 
arbitrarily normalized, is called the mode shape function ( , ) x y . The mode shape function is obtained by 
modeling the oscillator within the framework of a finite-element calculation (section 4.3).  
Once the mode shape is known, it is possible to express the displacement anywhere on the detector 
by the displacement ( , )  z z x y  at an arbitrarily chosen ‘reference’ point P  by    
 
    , ( , ) /   z x y z x y
   
, (1) 
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where ( , )   x y . This makes it possible to describe the dynamics of a given, isolated mode of the 
oscillator by its displacement at a single point P . Thus, the system can be treated as a harmonic oscillator 
with a single degree of freedom, and with the equation of motion  
 
        m z z k z F
   
. (2) 
 
Here, F is a periodic driving force of frequency 2  f , acting at point P in the z-direction and z is the 
system response at the same frequency. The term z  represents a frictional force and m  is the so-called 
modal mass, which will be defined in section 4.3. The spring constant k is related to the resonance 
frequency 0  by 20 k m . 
 
The response function ( )  , defined by ( )   z F , is obtained using  z i z , 2  z z , and the 
approximation 2 20 02 ( )       , valid for a narrow resonance. Then, 
 
   
0
1 /( )
2 ( )
      m i
   
. (3) 
 
Energy dissipation is often measured by the quality factor, or Q-value, which will be determined 
from the 1/e decay time τ of the amplitude of free oscillations in section 4.1. The Q-value is related to the 
friction parameter γ and to the full width Δω of 2( )   at half maximum by 
 0 0
0
1
2
       
mQ
   
. (4) 
 
The displacement amplitude Dz  in response to a driving force with amplitude DF  at the resonance 
frequency is now given by 
 
0
2
0
( )   
 
D
D D
Q Fz F
m
   
. (5) 
As explained in [1], the form of the equation of motion depends on the nature of the damping in the 
oscillator.  Eq. (2) above assumes velocity damping from an external source such as viscous drag or a 
lossy mount.  Internal damping is another possibility, which can be described in terms of an imaginary 
spring constant.  Both internal and external sources appear to contribute to damping in the oscillator 
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investigated below.  The former is evidenced by the improvement in Q after annealing, the latter by 
variability in Q observed with different mounting schemes and clamping pressures.  Since the noise 
measurements in this study are taken near resonance, however, the source of damping has no bearing on 
the analysis.  Power spectra of an oscillator with the same relevant characteristics as the one measured 
here (from section 4: m  = 0.93 g,  0/2 = 1223 Hz, Q = 20800) can be computed for the case of external 
damping (Eq. (4) of [1]) and internal damping (Eq. (16) of [1]).  The fractional difference between these 
spectra over the entire frequency range of the noise measurements (0/2 ± 2.5 Hz) is never greater than 
2×10-3.  For simplicity, an external damping term is assumed in Eq. (2). 
3.2 Thermal noise motion  
For any system in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, the principle of equipartition of energy 
states that the mean energy associated with each variable that contributes a quadratic term to the 
Hamiltonian, equals 1 2 Bk T . A harmonic oscillator has two such terms, one for potential and one for 
kinetic energy. Thus, we expect that the average kinetic energy due to random thermal fluctuations of the 
oscillator equals  
  
 2112 2.085 10 J (at 302K)
  Bk T T  (6) 
 
To maintain this motion in the presence of frictional losses, a driving force is needed. This force, 
supplied by the environment, is random in time and independent of frequency [18] with a mean-square 
(unilateral) spectral density 2 thF (defined per unit frequency interval). The spectral kinetic energy 
density εth(ω) of the oscillator can be expressed in terms of the response function, Eq. (3), as 
 
 22 2 21 12 2 2 2 2
0
( ) ( )
4 ( )
         
      th th th
dd m F d m F
m
   
. (7) 
 
To get the entire mode energy Eth, one has to integrate over frequency. Evaluating the required 
integral yields:  
 
 
0
2 2 2
00
1 2arctan
2 24 ( ) 
  
    


      

 
d m
m mm
, (8) 
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where exact equality is obtained when the lower integration limit is replaced by  . The relative change 
of the integral due to this is about 10-5. Then, from Eq.(7), 
   
 2
0 0
1 1( ) ( )
2 8
    
     th th th thE f df d F
   
. (9) 
 
Setting 12th BE k T , as prescribed by the equipartition theorem, we arrive at  
 
 2 4  th BF k T
   
. (10) 
 
This is the same as the mean square random driving force that is stipulated by the Fluctuation-
Dissipation theorem by Callen and Greene [1, 29]. The electric analog of this expression was derived 
much earlier from first principles by Nyquist [30]. It is interesting to note that in the present context, this 
expression actually follows from the equipartition theorem. 
 
3.3 Kinetic energy measurement 
The average kinetic energy Eexp of the AST mode of the detector can be expressed as: 
 
 2 21exp 02   TE m z
   
, (11) 
 
where m is the modal mass (section 4.3) and 2Tz  is the mean-square displacement of the detector at 
point P  (section 3.1). Capacitive probes near the point P  (section 2.4.1) produce a signal that is 
amplified by the electronics to obtain a mean-square voltage 2TV . To eliminate the poorly known 
transducer efficiency, filter transmittances and amplifier gains, the apparatus is calibrated by observing 
the voltage response VD to a displacement amplitude Dz  of the oscillator which is imposed by a known 
driving force with amplitude F , acting in the z-direction at point P . This calibration procedure is 
described in section 4.4.  
The ratio / D DV z  is called the displacement gain Gz. Amplification and filter settings are the same 
for the measurement of the thermal noise and that of the calibration amplitude, and therefore 
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2
2
 
 
TD
z
D T
VVG
z z
.
  
 (12) 
 
Combining Eqs. (5), (11) and (12), one obtains for the average kinetic energy Eexp of the oscillator in 
terms of measurable quantities: 
 
 
2 2 2
exp 2 2
02 
 

T D
D
V Q FE
V m
   
. (13) 
 
The quantities on the right-hand side of this equation are all measureable or can be modeled. We 
describe below in detail how this is achieved.  
 
4 Experiment 
4.1 Quality factor and resonance frequency 
The mechanical quality factor Q is deduced from the decay of the free oscillation of the AST mode. 
Before exciting the resonance, an approximate value 0f   of the resonance frequency is obtained by 
observing the thermal noise peak on a spectrum analyzer.7 The detector is then driven by a small voltage 
(20 mV) at frequency 0f  , applied directly to the detector. In the presence of the probe bias voltage8, this 
results in a resonant electrostatic force. During excitation, the transducer amplitude is monitored with the 
LIA reference frequency set to 0f  .   
After typically 15 s, the detector is switched to ground and the ring-down is observed with an off-
resonance reference frequency ( 0 2Hz LIAf f ).  Figure 5 shows the response of the LIA to the free, 
damped oscillations of the detector. The observed oscillations are the ~2 Hz beats between the actual 
detector frequency and the reference frequency LIAf . The solid line is the result of a least-squares fit to a 
decaying sine wave:  
 
                                                 
7 The Q could also be determined from the width of the resonance on the spectrum analyzer, however, the integration times necessary for 
similar precision would be much longer than the ~ 5 s oscillator ring-down time.  
8 While the symmetric arrangement of the probes is not optimal for excitation of the torsional mode, any slight asymmetry in the individual 
probe gaps results in some of the applied electrostatic signal coupling into this mode. 
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superimposed on a flat electronic noise background.9 The LIA essentially shifts this spectrum by an 
amount equal to the reference frequency, fLIA. Setting fLIA = f0, thus centers the resonance at  f = 0. The 
LIA also provides an adjustable low-pass filter with a noise-equivalent bandwidth BLIA. Since the 
spectrum is concentrated near f = 0, mostly low frequencies contribute and so the output signals (the 
quadrature channels X and Y) are slowly varying, random voltages. Both of these are sampled at regular 
intervals Δt, resulting in a discrete time series  n n nZ X iY  with n = 1…N. Complex notation is used for 
convenience. 
The stochastic nature of thermal noise justifies the hypothesis that the processes Xn and Yn are drawn 
from a normal distribution and that they are independent, so that their cross-covariance vanishes. It is 
further assumed that Zn is stationary, meaning that a statistic derived from the sample is not a function of 
time. This may be assumed since the measurement time is much longer than the decay time τ of 
transients.  
As an example, distributions of observed Xn voltages are shown in figure 6. The wider of the two 
distributions is acquired when the reference frequency is set to 0LIAf f  and the measurement bandwidth 
is set to B = 0.5 Hz, encompassing most of the resonance. To assess the electronic noise contribution, the 
measurement band is shifted off resonance by setting 0 3Hz LIAf f , which yields the second, narrow 
distribution. The difference between the two distributions is due to the thermal noise motion. The 
normality of the observed distribution is confirmed by inspecting an overlay of the cumulative density 
distribution of the data with that of the normal distribution. In view of the difficulties with normality tests 
of correlated data, a quantitative distribution analysis has been deferred. 
 
                                                 
9 The electronic noise attenuates by a nearly constant -1.3 dB/oct over the range from 300 Hz to 6.0 kHz. Thus the fractional change over 
the width of the resonance is only 10-5, or 10-3 for the extended range (5 Hz) analyzed in section 4.2.4.   
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The uncertainty of 2nZ  is the square root of the variance of the variance, 2ˆvar( ) Z . For 
uncorrelated data, 2ˆvar( ) Z is proportional to 1/N. However, depending on the sampling interval Δt, the 
elements of the series Zn may be correlated since the rate of change of the signal is limited when mostly 
low frequencies are contributing. The mathematical treatment of correlated time series can be found in 
standard texts (e.g., [31, 32]). The appropriate expression for 2ˆvar( ) Z  turns out to be 
 
  4 1 22
1
ˆˆvar( ) 1 2 1 Re ( ) 

        
N
Z
Z Z
h
h h
N N
 .
   
 (19) 
 
The second term in the angular brackets represents the effect of correlation, which is measured by the 
autocorrelation function ( )z h . The latter can be estimated from the sample by 
 
 2*2
1
1ˆ ˆ( )
ˆ
  
   
N
Z n n h Z
nZ
h Z Z
N
 .
   
 (20) 
 
The shift h is known as ‘lag’, and, obviously, ˆ (0) 1 z . For stationary processes, ˆ ( )z h  decreases with h 
and eventually is dominated by statistics. To avoid overestimating the correlation term in Eq. (19), the 
series may be truncated at that point. Alternatively, an autoregressive model [33] may be fit to the first p 
values of ˆ ( ) z h p , and the model prediction of ( )z h  used to complete the series in Eq.(19). The value 
of p is chosen such that the predicted ( )z h  does not change when this parameter is increased. In the 
present case, this fairly involved procedure has been found to add at most a few percent to the correlation 
term, and will not be further discussed here. 
Increasing the number N of samples in a data set by lowering the sample time Δt would decrease 
2ˆvar( ) Z , but is counteracted by the correlation term in Eq. (19). When Δt is small enough 2ˆvar( ) Z  is 
completely independent of Δt.  The present Δt = 0.1 s is well below this limit.   
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4.2.4 Thermal noise measurement.The spectral density of the signal after electronic processing consists 
of a constant electronic noise background with a resonance peak at f0. The data are acquired by evaluating 
the variance, Eq. (17), and its variance, Eq. (19) of the recorded time series Zn.  
Let 2( )Z B  represent the measured noise power within a frequency band B, centered at f0. The 
bandwidth is controlled by the LIA. Data are acquired as a function of B, either ‘on- resonance’, 
2( )Z B , or ‘off-resonance’, 2( )Z B . The duration of a measurement is commensurate with the 
bandwidth and ranges from a few hundred seconds to 16000 s. The sampling interval is Δt = 0.1 s. 
For the off-resonance measurement, the LIA reference frequency is set to 0 2Hz LIAf f . In the 
case of white background noise, the measured power is proportional to the bandwidth:  
 
 2( )  Z B S B
   
, (21) 
 
where Sβ is the spectral density of the white electronic background noise (open symbols in figure 8). 
Measurements on resonance, 2( )Z B  (solid symbols), exhibit the additional contribution due to 
the motion of the oscillator,  
 
 2 2
0
2( ) arctan  
          T
QBZ B S B V
f
   
. (22) 
 
The term in angular brackets is the fraction of a Lorentz distribution between f0 – B/2 and f0 + B/2 (see 
Eq.(8)). For large B, this term tends to 1, and 2TV  represents the offset between the parallel parts of the 
upper and lower curve. Thus, 2TV equals the total noise power due to the resonant detector motion. 
These quantities are determined from a simultaneous fit of Eqs. (21) and (22) to the on- and off-resonance 
data, resulting in 
 
 2TV = (7.9 ± 0.3) · 10−9
   
V2 (23) 
 
and Sβ = (4.25 ± 0.007) · 10−9
   
V2/Hz. (24) 
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The electronic noise background is determined by setting  fLIA = f0 – 3 Hz (dashed line). The non-flatness 
of the background in figure 9 comes from the fact that the spectral analysis packs all frequencies in the 
range from 0 to maxf , so there is wrap-around. The area under the background-corrected peak is consistent 
with the thermal noise power of Eq. (23).  
 
4.3 Mode shape and modal mass 
The Structural Mechanics Module of the finite-element code COMSOL is used to model the motion 
of the detector. The input required includes the geometry of the detector (figure 3) and the density ρW, 
Young’s modulus, and Poisson ratio of tungsten. The base plate (B) is held fixed.  The division into mesh 
elements is shown in figure 3.  
The code establishes the eigenmodes of the system and, for each, calculates the resonance frequency 
and the displacement amplitude at all nodes of the mesh (for some arbitrary excitation at the resonance 
frequency). Information on the stress is also available but is not used in this context. The AST mode with 
which we are concerned here corresponds to the 5th eigenmode, in ascending order of frequency, detected 
by the code. For the present oscillator, the calculated resonance frequency equals 1227 Hz (to be 
compared with Eq. (15)).  
The mode shape ( , ) x y  (section 3.1) is the calculated displacement amplitude, normalized some 
arbitrary point P0, such that 0 0( , ) x y  = 1000.  For ease of use, a rectangular grid is defined on the 
surface of the detector and the mode shape ( , ) i kx y  is calculated at the corners of this grid by 
interpolating the exported displacement values. Since all dimensions of the detector are multiples of 
0.025”, a grid size Δs = 0.635 mm is chosen, putting grid points on all corners and edges of the detector. 
On account of the axial symmetry, only half of the detector is covered. The mode shape value at the 
reference point P  equals 273   .  
The modal mass m  is associated with a given reference point P  and is defined by the average 
kinetic energy Ekin of the detector in terms of the displacement z  at that point P , 
 
 2 212   kinE m z
   
. (27) 
 
The mode shape relates the motion at P  to the detector motion anywhere else (Eq.(1)), and it is easy 
to see that 
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  22
,
2 ,
   ik i ki k
mm w x y   . (28) 
 
The sum extends over all grid points (covering half of the detector) and wik = 1, except for grid points on 
the edges (w = ½), or at the corners (w = ¼). The mass of a grid element equals 2  W Wm d s . 
Combining information on the tungsten raw material, literature values on ρW  and measurements of the 
weight and dimensions of the detector, the area density is W Wd = 3.55 mg/mm2 with an estimated 5% 
error. Since the mode shape neither depends on the density nor the elastic constants, its contribution to the 
uncertainty of m  is neglected. The modal mass is then 
 
 m  = (0.93±0.05) g.   (29) 
 
COMSOL can be used to calculate the kinetic energy directly (as a derived quantity). Inserting the 
corresponding value into Eq. (27) leads to 0.944 g for the modal mass, which checks with Eq. (29), as 
expected. 
 
4.4 Calibration  
4.4.1 Driving force. A calibration of the experiment requires a force acting on the oscillator which is 
known a priori. To generate such a force electrostatically, the source and detector plates are used as 
electrodes in a parallel-plate capacitor. To this effect, the source plate is positioned parallel to the detector 
oscillator, separated by a gap zg, in such a way that it overlaps exactly half of the front rectangle F in 
figure 3. With the detector at ground, a voltage 0( ) sin( )D D DU t U t  is applied to the source, where 
2 D Df  is the driving frequency. (The source is present in the same position for both thermal and 
calibration measurements; the voltage is applied only during calibration.) Assuming that the electrical 
field is uniform between the plates and zero elsewhere, the force per unit area is  
 
 2 20 0 02 2( ) ( ) sin(2 )2 4
     D const D D
g g
t U t U t
z z
  , (30) 
 
where only the time-dependent part is of interest. The detector is excited on resonance when the driving 
frequency equals half the resonance frequency. 
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To better insure that the calibration force be calculable, the test mass gap zg is chosen to be in a range 
10 times greater than the largest surface height variation (about 10 microns) measured during the test 
mass leveling procedure, but less than 10% of the length of the shortest edge (5 mm) of either test mass. 
To ensure that the calibration signal is dominated by the applied electrostatic force, the signal is studied as 
a function of both the gap and the applied voltage ( )DU t  to establish the ranges exhibiting the desired 
2
0( / )D gU z  behavior.    
To maintain a stationary process, the work done on the detector by the driving force must make up 
for the energy lost by friction. This requirement makes it possible to convert a distributed electrostatic 
force into an equivalent point force acting in the z-direction at the reference point P . It is straightforward 
to show that in this case the amplitude of this equivalent driving force is  
 
  220 02
,
,
4
 
  D D ik i k
i kg
sF U w x y
z
  . (31) 
 
Here, ( , )x y  refers to the mode shape (section 4.3). The sum extends over all grid points in the overlap 
region and wik = 1, except for grid points on the edges (w = ½), or at the corners (w = ¼). The area of a 
grid element equals 2s = 0.4032 mm2, the gap size is zg = 0.381 mm, and the voltage amplitude UD0 = 
0.8 V. The result for the inferred driving force amplitude is then 
 
 DF  (4.9 ± 0.4)·10−10 N . (32) 
 
The quoted uncertainty has contributions from the gap size (~8%) and the relative source-detector 
positioning, affecting the overlap area (~2%).  
The effect of the fringe fields between the two plates on the force between them has been studied 
using the AC/DC Module of the finite-element code COMSOL. To this effect, the z-component of the 
Maxwell surface stress tensor on the surface of the detector is evaluated. The resulting, position-
dependent area force density, weighted with the relative mode shape, is then integrated over the detector 
surface. The result is the same as Eq.(32) to within 0.1%; in other words, the driving force is not modified 
significantly by the fringe field. 
 
4.4.2 Detector response. The signal from the pick-up near point P  of the driven oscillator is amplified, 
filtered and processed by the LIA. The reference signal to the LIA is chosen to be in phase with the 
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5 Conclusions 
Inserting the numerical results given in Eqs. (15), (16), (23), (29), (32), and (33) into Eq. (13) yields 
as the final result for the measured average kinetic energy of the detector oscillator due to thermal motion: 
 
 Eexp = (2.0  ±  0.3) · 10−21  J . (34) 
 
The uncertainty is dominated by the calibration driving force and by the calculation of the modal mass. 
The measured Eexp is consistent with the thermal kinetic energy 1 2 Bk T  (Eq. (6)) as expected from the 
equipartition theorem. This agreement confirms that the observed random motion of the detector is due to 
the fundamental coupling of the device to the temperature bath of the environment.  This conclusion is 
also supported by the stochastic properties of the observed time series when measuring the thermal noise.  
By extension, it confirms the effectiveness of the vibration isolation system against environmental factors 
such as seismic and room vibrations. 
 This experiment is an illustration of the remarkable sensitivity that can be attained with high-Q 
mechanical oscillators. After all, the measured energy in Eq. (34) is three times smaller than the kinetic 
energy of a single molecule at the same temperature. The rms displacement of the reference point P  due 
to thermal motion is about 300 fm, and the displacement gain, Eq.(12), which relates the processed signal 
to the displacement at point P  is 
 
 Gz = (3.3  ±  0.3) · 108  V/m   . (35) 
 
The equivalent thermal noise force, Eq. (10), provides a means to estimate the sensitivity of the 
present experiment to a driving force of arbitrary origin. Averaging over the duration of a typical run, say 
 = 24 hours, one finds that a force amplitude (at point P ) of 4 / 8  F kT fN would become 
visible. For a force at the point P0 in figure 3 (the quantity reported in [20]), the mode shape function 
suggests a sensitivity of 
 
 0 08fN 2,

 

x y
fN,                  (36) 
 
essentially the same result measured in [20]. 
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A more illustrative quantity is the sensitivity to a force amplitude averaged over the area of detector 
rectangle F on one side of the torsion axis, which better represents the region over which a driving force is 
typically applied. The result for the average  (in both the current and 2003 finite element models) is very 
nearly 0.5 m, for a force sensitivity of about 4 fN.  For the test masses in figure 2, with a minimum gap 
of 50 m, this is larger than the edge-effect remnants of the resonant Newtonian 21 / r  force (1.7 fN, 
calculated by numerical integration). For the same geometry, it is equivalent to a Yukawa-type force of 
about 3000 times gravitational strength and a range of 10 m, which is about an order of magnitude 
smaller than the current experimental limits in that range [16, 17].  The potential improvement in 
sensitivity at this range derives from the rigid design possible at 1 kHz, which permits operation with 
even smaller test mass separations than previously attained with this technique.  This assumes, of course, 
that systematic backgrounds can be controlled with the thinner shield. 
From the information presented in this paper, it is obvious that the sensitivity of the present 
apparatus, when used as a short-range force search experiment, is limited by thermal noise. On account of 
the higher frequency relative to torsion pendulum experiments such as those at HUST and UW, the 
absolute sensitivity is several orders of magnitude less than those experiments when operating near the 
thermal noise limit.  When the thermal noise limit has been reached in a force search, the absolute 
sensitivity at all ranges can be improved by an order of magnitude or more by cooling the experiment to 
cryogenic temperatures.  An additional improvement is expected from an increase in the Q-value. Such an 
increase has been observed in similar annealed tungsten oscillators when their temperature was lowered 
[27]. 
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